Introduction: Gas hydrates in New Zealand
What are they?

Gas hydrate formation requirements

Why do we care?

Gas hydrates are solids that have gas
(typically methane) molecules trapped
inside a lattice structure of water molecules

Economic Resource
*Energy source
*Sealing capacity of hydrocarbon
reservoirs
Geohazards
Sediments containing gas hydrates
can be destabilized through natural
or man-made events triggering
landslides

Gas Hydrate
Stability
Zone
(GHSZ)

Stability zone
above
~650m in
Pegasus
Basin

Climate change
Variations in Earth’s temperature
and sea level may release methane
from the hydrates into the ocean
and atmosphere

Images from USGS

The Problem:
Not all gas hydrates are
underlain by a clear BSR, are
there other robust seismic
methods that can aid in the
identification of gas hydrates?

Often found in regions where methane occurs in the presence of water and under elevated
pressures, but relatively low temperatures:

Figure 2: Methane hydrate phase diagram, with geologic stability zones highlighted in blue

Figure 1: Images of gas hydrate samples

• Bottom Simulating Reflector (BSR) is most common method of identification
• Sharp decrease in Acoustic Impedance at the base of the GHSZ
• Parallels the seafloor due to Pressure and Temperature relations
• Easiest to image when cross-cutting stratigraphy or free gas exists below the BSR
• Harder to image in low-reflectivity zones
from Griffin et al. 2015

Figure 5: Seismic lines from the Pegasus 2009 2D seismic survey
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Figure from the USGS

Figure 3: Locations of known and inferred hydrates
worldwide, highlighting those in the New Zealand area

Pegasus Basin (known hydrates)
Taranaki Basin (unconfirmed hydrates)

Figure 4: Seismic and block diagram from Griffin et al. (2015) demonstrating the
gas hydrate zone underlain by free gas, and its resultant BSR reflection

Rock Physics Modeling to understand the seismic response of gas hydrates
Approach
•
•
•
•
•

Create an rock physics based elastic parameter modeling program
Synthetic ‘Well’ generation for multiple lithology/porosity/fluid cases
Fluid substitution
AVA analysis
Compare modeled results to seismic to reduce reservoir parameter
uncertainty, and understand seismic expression of hydrate zones

Rock Physics Framework
• Hydrates exist in New Zealand in a clastic and highly unconsolidated
offshore reservoir
• Details:
• Employ the soft-sand elastic medium model for unconsolidated
sediments (Dvorkin and Nur, 1996)
• Hydrate acts as part of the mineral matrix. Requires recalculation of
new porosity of the matrix once hydrates are formed in the pore space
• Use Hill’s equations to recalculate the effective elastic moduli of the
hydrate-included dry rock frame (Mavko et al., 2009)
• Gassmann’s equations to add in fluid (Gassmann, 1951)
• Note: Lithology variables can be varied based on analogue information

Hydrates in shale lithologies?
In the Pegasus data, can observe several patterns at
the base of the gas hydrate stability zone:
• Clear and Strong BSR
• Weak and continuous BSR reflection
• Weak and discontinuous BSR reflection
• Absent BSR
With continuity of BSR across low amplitude
continuous reflectors – it is likely that hydrates are
also forming in the shale lithologies

Pegasus Basin 2D line #09: Full stack

BSR
Weak reflectivity

Laterally continuous
with coherent
strong reflectivity

Free gas

Figure 7: Pegasus line #09, demonstrating the seismic expression of the BSR as both weak, and strong.

Incorporation of gas hydrates in shale lithologies
If hydrates are in the shale, should see a
response as you move below the GHSZ
(note that if hydrates do not extend to seafloor
– should also see a response at the top of the
hydrate zone)

• Synthetic well logs are then created and imported into Ikon’s RokDoc
software for AVA analysis

Although the current hypothesis is that hydrates tend to form in
sand (quartz) rich lithologies, seismic suggests that gas hydrates
also exist in primarily shaley lithologies also.

Example AVA analysis for hydrates in a sand

One clear example of a weak discontinuous BSR existing in
seismic facies that suggest a shale-dominant lithology is shown
below for near, mid, and far angle stacks in the 2009 Pegasus
angle stack seismic data:
Figure 8: 3-layer model of a shale with 25% hydrate saturation, encapsulated by brine-filled shales

In alignment with the simplified
rock physics model, there is an
observed strengthening of the
seismic data as angle offset
increases.

Observations:
1) Base hydrate best observed at far
angles (>50).
2) Not clearly seen at Full stacks, or Fars
if not longer offset
3) Any Hydrocarbon accumulation below
hydrate will greatly enhance the BSR
4) Hydrates underlain with brine have
lower ∆AI, and very weak reflection,
best observed in far angles

Figure 6: 30Hz Ricker, for 4-layer model with 33% porosity
shale, encapsulating 36% porosity sand where upper sand
includes 25% hydrate saturation. In this case, hydrates are
not forming in any of the shale layers

NEAR

MID

FAR

This AVA response resembles that
of a Class 2n response in this shalebased lithology, while in the sandbased models, and those where
hydrocarbons are trapped beneath
the gas hydrate, a Class 3 response
is observed
Reservoir quality sand with some HCs
Fainter reflections likely shaledominant packages
Figure 9: Near, mid, and far angles stacks from line #09 in a region believed to have primarily shale-rich lithologies based on seismic reflection patterns

Rock modeling and seismic attribute identification of the gashydrate stability zone in New Zealand
Heather Bedle (OU, UH) and William Vinson (UH)

Class 2n response for gas hydrates in regions without strong BSRs
‘Weak’ BSRs = Class 2 AVA response
• Regions without strong BSR reflections are commonly observed. The weakness of the reflection is likely due to the
presence of only brine beneath sands in the pore space below the GHSZ.
• These scenarios can be modeled within this study’s rock physics framework
• It is key to note that whether the BSR exists in a sand (Figure 10) or shale (brine case), there is an expected Class 2
AVA response, with extremely small-to-no negative response in the near angles, and a small negative reflection as
the angles increase.

NEAR

MID

Average amplitude
~-100 in weak BSR
~-500 in strong BSR

FAR

Average amplitude
~-150 in weak BSR
~-800 in strong BSR

Average amplitude
~-250 in weak BSR
~-1000 in strong BSR

Figure 11: Example of AVA Class 2 response in the near, mid, and far stacks of Pegasus line #09. Zoomed in area shown in upper figure of he entire seismic line
Figure 10: 4-layer model with hydrates existing in both of the upper shale and upper sand lithologies

Side note: BSRs and gas hydrates in the Taranaki Basin?

Acoustic blanking
• Acoustic blanking was first observed above the BSR by Shipley et al. (1979)
• A comparison of the modeled seismic reflections between the case where hydrates exist
in the shales (Figure 10), and where they do not (Figure 6), demonstrates a dampening of
the seismic reflections in the gas hydrate zone
• This dampening of the seismic reflection, due to the lower AI differences due to the
inclusion of gas hydrates in all clastic lithologies is referred to as ‘acoustic blanking’
• These weaker seismic responses between adjacent layers within the gas hydrate stability
zone and below it, lend credence to the hypothesis that hydrates are forming in significant
volumes in the shales.

Near

• Across the Cook straight from the Pegasus Basin, lies the Taranaki Basin – a major HC
development region in New Zealand
• Recent geochemical modeling studies of thermogenic and biogenic methane by Kroeger
et al (2017) have suggested that hydrates could exist in saturations up to 25% in this
region.

Taranaki
Basin

Pegasus Basin

Average
amplitude
~-50 near
~-20 far

• To look for seismic evidence to support their
hypothesis, the same seismic lines as used in
the geochem model were looked at for
additional insight based on the success of
observations in the Pegasus Basin.

BSR

• A quick analysis of Angle stacks of he HOKI07
#21 2D seismic data did not show either the
acoustic blanking effects in the region of the
proposed possible BSR, nor did it show the
expected Class 2n AVA effects as shown in
Figure B
• Perhaps the proposed BSR is actually gas
trapped by a channel-related unconformity?
• Could a lower hydrate saturation (~10%) alter
the AVA effects to not be as strong?

Far
Average
amplitude
~-90 near
~-60 far

• A study to better understand the possibility of
hydrates in this region is currently underway
by at undergraduate researcher at OU

BSR

Figure 12: Example of acoustic blanking from line #09– a weakening of seismic reflections within the gas hydrate stability zone as one
goes from within the hydrate zone to below the BSR. Class 2n effects can also be observed, at the points and values indicated.

Near

Far

Figure B: Zoomed in AOI from the HOKI 2007 2D seismic survey, line #21. Near stack and Far stack are displayed. This
case does not show evidence of either a Class 2n AVA or of acoustic blanking in the theorized gas hydrate stability zone.

Frequency and Attenuation due to the presence of hydrates

Frequency Spectrum analysis of hydrates
• Initial studies of the frequency spectrum of
hydrate zones and non-hydrate zones
appear to show some attenuation in the
seismic waveform around 0 Hz
Figure 14: The Spectrum of a window within the GHSZ where gas
hydrates exist on line 17. There is a decrease in power for high
frequencies centered around 50 Hz.

Figure 13: 50 Hz power plotted with average
two-way travel time (TWT) for a moving
window across a BSR on line 04. The moving
window has a length stretching across traces
12000-12500 and calculates each spectrum
over a time of 300 ms.

Figure A: 2D seismic from HOKI 2007 survey. Line #21 is displayed. AOI outlined in green, and
BSR proposed by Kroeger et al (2017) dotted line in black

Figure 15: 50 Hz power plotted with average two-way
travel time (TWT) for a moving window showing no
similar anomalous behavior with no effect from gas
hydrates on line 17. The black boxes represent the
boundaries of the data that are used in their respective
plots. The moving window for (a.) has a length stretching
across traces 15400-15600 and calculates each spectrum
over a time interval of 200 ms. The moving window for
(b.) has a length stretching across traces 14350-14500
and calculates each spectrum over a time interval of 200
ms. Notice there is no significant anomalous behavior
indicative of an interval of attenuation as seen in the
hydrate zones

• What do we know?
– Borehole studies have documented frequency attenuation at 10-20 kHz
– Rock physics modeling aided by well logs have shown possible attenuation between 20-50Hz
– Seismic studies at Blake Ridge saw minimal attenuation (Guerin et al., 1999)
– McKenzie Delta seismic saw significant attenuation from 10-200Hz (Wood et al., 2000)
• Also – complicated by frequency attenuation of free gas trapped below the BSR
• Several common attributes could be used to investigate frequency variations:
– Spectral decomposition
• Fourier analysis to transform from time to frequency domain
– Complex Trace Analysis
• Decompose seismic trace into amplitude and phase
• These frequency applications for this study are a work in progress. Some work has been done by a
previous UH MS student (Will Vinson) looking at frequency spectrums as shown to the left, and a
current study of the statistical analysis of waveforms is being conducted by an OU undergraduate.

AVA related seismic attributes
AVA Attributes used

Attribute Analysis Goal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• To attempt to identify regions where hydrates exist, but lack the seismic
expression of a BSR, several AVA attributes were calculated to help identify
regions where the BSR is difficult to map, and a Class 2n response is expected
• Two AOIs are shown below – each in a region where a strong BSR disappears
laterally, and then can be picked up again. The focus is on identifying whether
a the weak impedance contrast at the base of the hydrates can be imaged in
seismic

Opouawe Bank

Several of the better performing attributes are shown below.
Near stack and far stack – plotted at same color scales to observe the amplitude increase
Intercept and Gradient – calculated from Shuey’s approximation, using angle stacks (no gathers are available)
Amplitude Envelope of the Far Stack
Envelope calculation of (Far-Near)* Far [Ross and Kinman, 1995]
Fluid factor
Gas Indicator – developed for Class 2s in the Gulf of Mexico: Intercept * ln(Gradient)

Pegasus line #06 Full Stack

Pegasus line #19 Full Stack

Hikarungi Channel

Chatham Rise

Hikarungi Channel

Australian Plate

Strong BSR

Pacific Plate

Discontinuous
& weak BSR

Is there any clear seismic
signature related to hydrate
presence in the central region?
Weak BSR

Strong BSR

Is there any clear seismic
signature related to hydrate
presence in the central region?

Strong BSR

Strong BSR

Peg09-19 near stack

Peg09-19 amp envelope of fars

Peg09-19 far stack

Peg09-19 FNxF with envelopes

Peg09-19 intercept

Peg09-19 fluid factor

Peg09-19 gradient

Peg09-19 gas indicator

Peg09-19 near stack

Peg09-19 far stack

Peg09-19 intercept

Peg09-19 gradient

AVA Attribute Analysis Results
• As mention, the displayed attributes are those that have been demonstrated to perform better than other analyzed attribute
• The Far Stack data proves to have the most definitive results, although the loss of frequency on these stacks is occasionally detrimental in
positively identifying a weak seismic reflection
• The envelope of the far stack data does aid in showing a clearer representation of a weak BSR due to hydrate presence
• FNxF envelope has some positive results, but the weak reflection is not as convincing. It could possibly be used in addition to other attributes
• The Fluid factor also holds promise, it brightens very weak BSRs, but does not help in aiding identification are regions where no BSR is observed
• The Gas Indicator also displays positive results, but it is debatable if it improves much on what the Far stack data provides

Summary
• Much work remains  on tweaking the data to better identify these Class 2n features, as well as on the frequency analysis of attenuation in the
hydrate zone
• Future work includes applying these methods to other datasets (both in the Pegasus Basin (APB13 data) and elsewhere), and expanding to 3D
work with the Blake Ridge hydrates
• Soon will be applying multi-attribute self organizing map workflows to this problem to aid in the identification of ‘invisible’ hydrates.

Peg09-19 amp envelope of fars

Peg09-19 FNxF with envelopes

Peg09-19 fluid factor

Peg09-19 gas indicator
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